
Introduction

Forty-one years after the appearance of George Oppen’s first book, Dis-

crete Series, Hugh Kenner wrote of the publication of Oppen’s Collected

Poems: “All those years, academe (alas) is about to discover, an Oeuvre

has been growing.”1 Were it possible for an oeuvre to grow posthumously,

something similar might be said about what happened in the lengthy in-

terval between Oppen’s Collected Poems and his Selected Prose, Daybooks,

and Papers. References to the Daybooks have peppered discussions of

Oppen’s work since the 1980s, as have quotations from both his Daybooks

and Papers, drawn primarily from brief selections that have appeared

in periodicals during that time. Quotations from “The Mind’s Own Place”

and “Three Poets”—often misidentified as his only two surviving works

of commentary—have likewise abounded in critical writings devoted to

Oppen. A transcription of Oppen’s “Twenty-six Fragments” appeared in

the 2002 edition of The Best New American Poetry, edited by Robert Cree-

ley, as if to suggest that not only is Oppen’s writing “news that stays news,”

to use Ezra Pound’s famous phrase, but it is also new news, evidence of

a literary oeuvre that is, for all practical purposes, still growing.2

Following on the heels of a new and expanded edition of Oppen’s Col-

lected Poems (edited by Michael Davidson), as well as a new Selected Po-

ems (chosen by Robert Creeley), the present contribution to Oppen’s avail-

able writings will no doubt help to sustain the recent surge of interest in

his work.3 Not that this interest ever waned for those aware of Oppen’s

lasting significance to modern and postmodern American poetry. He has

long been regarded by those who read him as a—if not the—consummate

model of poetic and ethical integrity. Emerging as a mature poet in the

bohemian 1950s and 1960s, his intellectual sobriety and enduring de-

sire to establish a language “of clarity, and of respect,” as he put it in one

poem, were considered by many to be as refreshing as they were notice-
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ably out of step with prevailing fashion.4 His interests were not in East-

ern mysticism or the “crazy wisdom” of the Beats, nor in the subjective

introspections of confessionalist verse. He was certainly no careerist in

the academic sense, having put poetry aside for nearly twenty-five years

to dedicate himself to what he considered more pressing social, political,

and familial affairs. Even when he was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for

poetry in 1969, Oppen was ambivalent: “It is, in view of the record,” he

wrote to poet and New York Times Book Review editor Harvey Shapiro,

“a questionable compliment” (SL 195). Poetry for Oppen, rather than be-

ing about fame or even public recognition, was a “test of truth,” a “de-

termination to find the image, the thing encountered, the thing seen each

day whose meaning has become the meaning and the color of our lives.”5

He conceived of it as an arduous task, insisting that each poem—in fact,

that each word in each poem—be painstakingly earned.

Little wonder, then, that his published oeuvre would seem so modest

when compared with those of his predecessors and contemporaries. He

wrote no poem of epic scale such as Ezra Pound’s Cantos, William Car-

los Williams’s Paterson, or Louis Zukofsky’s A; his books were notoriously

slim volumes containing slight, wrought lyrics and minutely crafted se-

rial poems. His self-prepared Collected Poems (1975) was smaller in size

than many a fellow poet’s Selected. Even smaller was his output of prose.

At a time when essays, manifestos, and critical reviews seemed part and

parcel of a poet’s vocation, Oppen’s justifications and defenses of his po-

etics remained for the most part private, circulated in letters to a close

coterie of poets, friends, and relatives.6 In contrast to Pound, Williams,

Zukofsky, T. S. Eliot, Gertrude Stein, and, later, Charles Olson, Robert

Creeley, Adrienne Rich, and Amiri Baraka / LeRoi Jones (to name but a

few), Oppen’s published prose consisted of a single essay in poetics, a hand-

ful of interviews, and the several short reviews and notes gathered here.

Also, unlike many twentieth-century poets, he never tried his hand at

fiction or drama, for his work resisted dramatic narrative arcs as much

as it refused traditional modes of exposition and argumentation. He sought

discrete moments of clarity, sincerity, epiphany, and vision—“lyric valu-

ables” (NCP 50; SP 15)—whose scarcity required what he called in a late

poem “the rare poetic / Of veracity” (NCP 215; SP 124), an art of preci-

sion and detail involving minute rather than grandiose attentions.
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The present volume demonstrates, however, that despite his public ret-

icence, Oppen’s attention to poetics was assiduous. “I work sometimes

for eight hours or so, fiddling with corrections,” he writes in Daybook II:

II: “But sometimes I am so tired in two or three hours of effort that I’m

shaken. Possible [sic] an element of self dramatization. But it is also fear.

I realize that nothing so extraordinary appears in the poems . . .” (see

p. 78). And, indeed, it does not: the corrections, overwrites, and general

unsettledness of Oppen’s Daybook writings are unique to the singular

medium that Oppen reserved for poetics, precisely because this poetics

was one that involved not abstractions but the immediate “nightmare of

bric-a-brac” (Daybook I; p. 56) that he everywhere refuses to resolve into

comforting wholes. “It would not be terrifying in abstract terms,” he con-

cludes the passage above: “It is terrifying in terms of the objects around

me” (Daybook II:II; p. 78). Oppen’s poetics is always just so embedded in

the phenomenal world. He deals with specificities that complicate gen-

eralities as opposed to confirming them.

Oppen arrived at such a poetics early. He was a charter member of

the “Objectivist” school that also included Zukofsky, Charles Reznikoff,

Carl Rakosi, Basil Bunting, and Lorine Niedecker. Each in varying ways

extended the practice of spare and exacting verse that earlier modernist

writers like Williams, Pound, and H.D. had sought as a remedy to what

they perceived as the heightened rhetorical platitudes of nineteenth-

century writing.7 Yet “Objectivism” differed from this earlier Modernism

in its often leftist political leanings, as well as its primarily urban, Jewish

and working class roots.8 More than one critic has argued that Oppen,

and Objectivism as a whole, are closer in sensibility to postmodernist

tendencies like Language Poetry than to the more politically (if not aes-

thetically) conservative modernists like Eliot and Pound.9 Oppen espe-

cially sought to challenge Imagism on the grounds that it retained a

kind of gentility that was foreign to the exigencies of modern life: “it was

not an unimportant stance,” he writes of Zukofsky’s defining introduc-

tion to The Objectivists Anthology (1932), “against the liquidation of po-

etry into the sentimentalism of the American so-called Imagists” (SL

139). Later he would insist upon “[t]he image as a test of sincerity, as

against . . . a ‘picture’ intended for the delectation of the reader who may

be imagined to admire the quaintness and ingenuity of the poet, but can
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scarcely have been part of the poet’s attempt to find himself in the world—

unless perhaps to find himself as a charming conversationalist” (SL 146).

In Daybook II Oppen is equally disparaging: “The weakness of Imagism—

a man writes of the moon rising over a pier who knows nothing about

piers and is disregarding all that he knows about the moon” (Daybook

II:III; p. 82). For Oppen—who was employed at various times as a car-

penter, construction worker, and factory worker—the issue of “craft” in

poetry was more than merely metaphorical, and the Objectivist emphasis

on “the necessity of form, the objectification of the poem” (SL 139), was

thus felt by him, as by the other Objectivists, as a matter of honesty rather

than posture.

Zukofsky defined the quintessential Objectivist attitude as “sincerity,”

an aesthetic in which “writing occurs which is the detail, not mirage, of

seeing, of thinking with things as they exist.”10 Robert Creeley repeats

this definition in discussing Oppen’s “complex ‘thinking with his poems’”

as “a consistent and major factor in all his surviving work” (SP xi). With

the exception of Zukofsky, the Objectivists did indeed focus their aesthetic

and ethical practice almost exclusively on their poetry, rather than in

secondary writings.11 Because of this, their status as a well-defined group

with a well-defined set of aesthetic principles and goals is provisional at

best. Even Zukofsky refused to consider himself either the founder or the

champion of a new poetic doctrine, and he was often at pains to insist

that the Objectivist appellation coined by him in a 1931 issue of Poetry

that featured the aforementioned group (sans Niedecker, plus a few others)

ought not to have suggested that they were a unified front along the lines

of other literary movements or schools. For his part, Oppen agreed: “Un-

doubtedly the Objectivists differed from each other,” he wrote in 1974

letter to Martin Rosenblum, who had reviewed his book Seascape:

Needle’s Eye. “And drastically. I believe I thought of these poets simply

as the poets I found revelatory. I have no memory at all of having felt

myself to be arguing or supporting a theoretical (technical) position” (SL

284). Such a refusal of canon is characteristic of Oppen. Edward Hirsch,

in a 2003 Washington Post column on Oppen’s work, went so far as to

question Oppen’s group affiliation outright: “Oppen . . . is widely known

as an Objectivist poet, but I think of him more as an American solitary,

akin to Edward Hopper.”12 Although the wording here is questionable—
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“iconoclast” might have been a bit better, given Oppen’s prominent role

as a longtime labor organizer and political activist (hardly “solitary”

activities)—that Oppen went against the grain in both his life and his

work is indisputable.

This singularity is everywhere apparent in Oppen’s Selected Prose,

Daybooks, and Papers. Although Oppen’s letters—with their customar-

ily idiosyncratic and discontinuous use of typography, spacing, punctu-

ation, and the like—display a unique care with respect to the usually

extemporaneous epistolary mode, the Selected Prose, Daybooks, and Pa-

pers contains work that is patently different, in form and often theme,

from that which usually constitutes a poet’s supplemental body of prose.

There are no manifestos here, no poetic platforms, few histrionic procla-

mations, no clearly stated affinity with this or that literary movement.

He pledges few allegiances to any strictly theorized poetics, preferring

instead to encounter, discuss, and evaluate his own and others’ writings

on their own terms. His thought is rarely prescriptive; it is always first

and foremost explorative in the sense that he conceived the term, by means

of an analogy, in a mid-1960s Daybook entry:

A man, finding himself in possession of a number of opinions which he
would like to express, writes an essay

an explorer or a mathematician also knows what he thinks—but doesn’t
know what he will find a man applying a method of thought as which 
is powerful in itself, which is more powerful than the ordinary forms of
discourse, doesn’t know what he will find, or what he will think (Daybook
II:V; p. 121)

An “explorer or mathematician,” not an expositor or theoretician: this is

how Oppen conceived of himself as a writer. Consequently, his writings

behave more like findings or discoveries than they do like aesthetic in-

ventions, self-expressions, or opinions.

This is especially so in Oppen’s Daybooks and Papers, the writings

which constitute the greater part of the present volume. For it is in these

writings that Oppen—like the proverbial good mathematician—most pal-

pably “shows his work.” But it is also true to a large extent of Oppen’s

prose. “The Mind’s Own Place,” the closest Oppen came to producing a
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poetic platform, was roundly criticized by its initial readers for lacking

a clearly articulated poetics.13 His self-titled “Statement on Poetics” is

less that than a brief and occasional meditation on prosody. Short pieces

such as “A Letter” and “Nonresistance” are visibly truncated, fragmen-

tary, hypothetical, provisional (note the preponderance of “ifs” in the

latter). They display what Rachel Blau DuPlessis, discussing Oppen’s po-

etry, calls “the inner dynamic of gnomic fragments,” as they all but aban-

don gestures towards unequivocal closure (MP 146). Even “The Mind’s

Own Place” concludes with a question mark.

In this sense, one might regard Oppen’s Selected Prose, Daybooks, and

Papers as writings spawned from the kind of “negative capability” that

instigates his composition of poetry. “The poet learns almost everything

from his own verse,” he says in the aforementioned “Statement.” Simi-

larly, in a letter to Robert Duncan: “We do not know before we complete

the poem. Neither of us write[s] what we already know, and of course

that’s the essential life of the poem” (SL 270). Although perhaps not a

noteworthy sentiment for a poet—John Keats, after all, first defined

“negative capability” as “when a man is capable of being in uncertainties,

mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and reason”—

applied to the writings gathered here, the practice amounts to a unique

disturbance of generic norms and formal protocols.14 Aphoristic and

apothegmatic, and yet also curiously open-ended and incomplete, Oppen’s

“prose” constitutes a unique intermingling of reflection, critique, and as-

sertion that acquires and achieves its idiosyncratic form not by accident

but by necessity.

But it is not only this brand of “negative capability” that generates

Oppen’s thinking. What I have taken to calling to his “negative culpabil-

ity” is equally pervasive in his work, for as much as any other twentieth-

century poet, Oppen held himself and his verse accountable to stringent

ethical as well as aesthetic demands. His life certainly provided no short-

age of opportunities for him to weigh his own responsibilities (if not lia-

bilities).15 Born on April 24, 1908, in New Rochelle, New York, into a fully

assimilated, upper-class Jewish family (his father, George August

Oppenheimer, was the son of a diamond merchant who in 1927 short-
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ened the family name to Oppen), Oppen’s mother, Elsie Rothfeld, fatally

shot herself in 1912 after a series of nervous breakdowns. Oppen’s older

sister, Elizabeth (Libby), seven at the time of their mother’s death, would

die in 1960, in what the coroner ruled a suicide. These deaths took place

within the context of a familial wealth and privilege with which Oppen

would remain perennially uncomfortable. As he writes dismissively (yet

conflictedly) to Philip Levine in 1970, apropos a brief “autobiography”:

—born of a couple of rather millionaire lines—in the generation of my
father, aunts, uncles becoming something on the order of the Interna-
tional Set, etc . . . Disastrous, of course. My mother’s suicide when I
was four, an elder sister’s suicide, my mother’s sister———among the
males————commitments, deaths———[ . . . ]

a childhood of nurses, butlers and what not—(it’s why I know how to
sail)—and minor inheritances along the way [ . . . ] and finally a “big”
that is, a big enough inheritance, tho I have no older relatives who would
have found it so (SL 207–8)

“I don’t know if [my] books could have been written if I had worked to

the age of retirement,” Oppen continues. “I think they would not have,

and I think [ . . . ] that is a terrible thing to say. We had help from the

dead. Who wanted to die” (SL 208).

Oppen would experience similar deaths in close proximity. After his

father remarried and the family moved to San Francisco, Oppen was

expelled from military school in 1925 for his role as the driver in a fatal,

alcohol-related car accident. “Imagine a man in the ditch,” he would later

write in “Route,” alluding to the experience:

The wheels of the overturned wreck
Still spinning—

I don’t mean he despairs, I mean if he does not
He sees in the manner of poetry (NCP 198)

He would later (April 22, 1945) be the sole survivor of a company of three

soldiers who were pinned in a foxhole in Alsace by direct gunfire during

the Battle of the Bulge. Oppen’s wounds earned him a Purple Heart,
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among other medals. His war experience underwrites, directly or indi-

rectly, a number of his later poems, including, most notably, “Of Being

Numerous” and “Route.” But Oppen never played the hero. In section 14

of “Of Being Numerous,” for instance:

I cannot even now
Altogether disengage myself
From those men

With whom I stood in emplacements, in mess tents,
In hospitals and sheds and hid in the gullies
Of blasted roads in a ruined country,

Among them many men
More capable than I—

Muykut and a sergeant
Named Healy,
That lieutenant also—

How forget that? How talk
Distantly of “The People” (NCP 171; SP 91)

And later (section 20): “I know // Failure and the guilt / Of failure” (NCP

174; SP 95). Oppen’s attempt in “Non-Resistance, etc. Or: Of the Guilt-

less” to explain or justify—or even to simply come to terms with—his

war experience is an especially conflicted one, achieving more of a reso-

nant impasse than any comforting conclusion. That it is presented as a

series of conditional hypotheses only serves to reinforce the inscrutabil-

ity of the conflict, even its ineffability: “If I killed, I would suffer guilt. If

I did not, I would suffer . . . I don’t even know a word, a name for what

I would suffer” (p. 46).

Oppen’s sense of “culpability,” however, was not strictly a matter of

guilt. To the contrary, his reputation as a literary and ethical model has

very much to do with his sense of responsibility and the variously

anachronistic decisions that it would inspire him to make throughout his

life and career. His uneasiness with respect to his childhood of “nurses,

butlers and what not” was reflected early on in his rebellious adolescence
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and, after having belatedly obtained a high school degree in 1926, in his

almost whimsical decision to leave San Francisco for Oregon, where a

friend was to attend college. It was there that he met lifelong compan-

ion Mary Colby (later Mary Oppen), and there that he was first intro-

duced to Conrad Aiken’s anthology Modern American Poetry. Both meet-

ings were seminal. In Mary Oppen’s words, they were exhilarated to find

that “poetry was being written in our times” (ML 61). The two left col-

lege shortly thereafter when Mary was expelled and George severely pun-

ished for violating curfew. The violation was both romantic and rebel-

lious, and Oppen later memorialized the evening in “The Forms of Love.”

Parked in the fields
All night
So many years ago,
We saw
A lake beside us
When the moon rose.
I remember

Leaving that ancient car
Together. I remember
Standing in the white grass
Beside it. We groped
Our way together
Downhill in the bright
Incredible light

Beginning to wonder
Whether it could be lake
Or fog
We saw, our heads
Ringing under the stars we walked
To where it would have wet our feet
Had it been water (NCP 106)

The feelings of wonderment, exploration, and discovery that animate the

poem would remain with the couple for years, if not a lifetime. The sub-

junctive note on which the poem concludes (“would have” / “had it been”)

would also remain as a staple of Oppen’s poetry, evidence of an uneasi-
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ness with respect to positivism and the assumptions upon which any un-

due confidence might rest.

The Oppens felt a similar unease with respect to the comforts of in-

herited family and home, and after their expulsion, their life was largely

itinerant. They hitchhiked across the country, marrying in 1927 in Texas

using pseudonyms (George was “David Verdi”). They returned briefly to

San Francisco, but conflicts between Oppen and his family sent them back

on the road. Hitchhiking again, they arrived in Detroit in 1928, where

they purchased a boat and sailed by way of the Great Lakes to Brooklyn—

the first of many trips by boat the two would take together throughout

their lives. In Brooklyn, Oppen first encountered Zukofsky’s poetry, and

later met him, Reznikoff, and Williams. In 1929, the couple relocated to

France, using part of a substantial inheritance released to Oppen on his

twenty-first birthday to found To Publishers (with Zukofsky as editor),

which printed Williams’s A Novelette and Other Prose (1921–1931), Pound’s

How to Read, and Zukofsky’s own An “Objectivists” Anthology. A planned

edition of the complete prose of Ezra Pound never appeared. The Oppens

returned to the United States in 1933, having dissolved To Publishers and

initiated (again, with Zukofsky) the Objectivist Press, which published

self-financed books by Reznikoff and Williams, as well as, in 1934, Oppen’s

first book, Discrete Series.

For twenty-five years, this was known as Oppen’s only contribution

to the literary world. In 1935, disillusioned by unemployment and

poverty, and galvanized by the Popular Front, the Oppens joined the Com-

munist Party and Oppen’s writing ceased. Again, Oppen’s iconoclasm and

his sense of culpability merged. As he conceived it, his decision to stop

writing involved a separation between the poetic and the political, the

ethical and the literary. In an interview with Tom Mandel and Burton

Hatlen, for instance: “It’s a narrow public for poetry. It always will be.

We didn’t dream of addressing the crowds with poetry. And we distin-

guished, as I said, between poetry and politics” (MP 33). In letters and

interviews, Oppen often repeated approvingly Hugh Kenner’s famous re-

mark that his silence essentially meant that it took him “25 years to write

the next poem,” a summation that Mandel, writing to Hatlen in a letter

later appended to the published version of their interview, derides on so-

cial and political grounds:
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I hoped [Oppen] would out with having written just not published during
those years; just because it seems a questionable move when someone
abandons the art as not holding enough for him, “not the most important
thing in the world” [Oppen’s phrase, from the interview], as if, a seeker,
one would go only to that “most important thing.” But wouldn’t that be
just the poet’s task, to make it important? It may easily seem to another
poet that not much good poetry would get written on the basis of such im-
pulses as this of George’s. Nor does Kenner’s “in short it took 25 years to
write the next poem” help it all, since that’s not what happened but rather
a metaphor enabling one to look away from what happened. (MP 49)

Mandel’s complaint is commonplace among Oppen’s readers, especially

insofar as Kenner’s quip is concerned. For Oppen, however, it was not

that “art [did not hold] enough for him,” but rather that that Socialist

proscriptions on art would have limited his poetry’s vision to an unac-

ceptable extent. In this, his position did not waver. Writing in Daybook

II of John Howard Lawson, founder of the Screen Writers’ Guild, and his

cohort: they “are fine enough people, but they are people who long ago

somehow acquired the vocation of arguing with artists. They happen to

be color-blind, tone deaf ” (Daybook II:I; p. 70). And elsewhere: “art and

political action are in precise opposition in this regard: that it can always

be quite easily shown that political action is going to be valuable; it is

difficult to ever prove [that it has been]. . . . Whereas art is precisely the

opposite case” (Daybook II:III; p. 89). The Depression, the rise of fascism,

and the prevalence of urban poverty made the short-term goals of “po-

litical action” much more crucial for Oppen than the long-term aims of

art. And as Eliot Weinberger points out, Oppen refused to write “stirring

doggerel or prose propaganda” (NCP vii).

Thus, despite Mandel’s “hope,” Oppen was not writing during his

hiatus. The Oppens instead dedicated themselves wholeheartedly to

political work, organizing strikes in Utica, New York, and Kings County,

in the latter of which Oppen served as campaign manager for the Com-

munist Party elections in 1936. After working as a pattern maker for

an aircraft company, in 1942 Oppen moved to Detroit in order to be in-

ducted into the Army; his antifascist sentiments required of him, he

thought, that he participate in the efforts against Hitler. The decision

inspired the remarkable meditations in “Nonresistance, etc.; or, Of the
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Guiltless,” and his time at war would haunt him as well as his poetry

throughout his life.

Upon returning from the war (injured), George settled with Mary and

their daughter, Linda (b. 1940), in Southern California, where George

purchased a small piece of property and constructed the family’s home.

They remained active in leftist politics, but were increasingly distancing

themselves from Party politics. During this time, the FBI opened what

would amount to an extensive file on the Oppens, visiting the family sev-

eral times and keeping close tabs on their activities. Such harassment

led them, after much forethought, to relocate to Mexico, where they fell

in with an extensive group of blacklisted screenwriters and artists, in-

cluding Julian Zimet and Charles Humboldt (with whom Oppen would

keep in touch for many years after), the composer Conlon Nancarrow,

screenwriters Hugo Butler, Ian Hunter, Ring Lardner, Jr., and others.16

Oppen worked at odd jobs in Mexico, and from 1951 to 1955, attended

the art school Escuela de Pintura y Escultura Esmeralda, where he

learned wood carving. He used the GI Bill to finance the education.

Little is known of the Oppens’ time in Mexico; the couple—especially

George—were notoriously tight-lipped, and with the exception of a few

scattered phrases here and there, the FBI files are of little help (much

has been blackened out). In 1958, George had his famous “rust in cop-

per” dream, recounted by Mary Oppen in her autobiography:

(George) and his sister were going through his father’s papers after his
father’s death. In a file marked “miscellaneous” was a paper entitled
“How to Prevent Rust in Copper.” George thought, “My old man was a
little frivolous perhaps, but he certainly knew that copper does not rust.”
He shook the bed with his laughter . . . (ML 202)

In 1965, Oppen wrote to John Crawford of the dream: “I reacted . . . with

elation, in fact hilarity. I was driving somewhere the following morning,

and found myself swerving the car from one side of the road to the other—

deliberately—and howling with laughter. . . . I was laughing at a small

thing in the dream, and one which was not really very funny. An excuse

for elation, a false excuse for a real elation” (SL 127). Oppen was driving

to visit Mary’s psychiatrist, who informed him that he was “dreaming
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that (he didn’t) want to rust” (ML 202), and, humorously, that “copper”

was code for “Oppen.” The dream led Oppen, for reasons that are not clear,

to begin writing again. His first new poem (1958) was “Blood from a Stone”

(NCP 52–54; SP 16–18).

Thus resumed Oppen’s career as a poet. The couple returned perma-

nently to the United States in 1960, eventually settling in San Francisco.

The Materials was published in 1962 by New Directions with help from

the San Francisco Review, where George’s half-sister and lifelong

confidant June Oppen Degnan was editor. This in Which followed shortly

thereafter, in 1965. Oppen was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry in

1969 for the 1968 volume Of Being Numerous (New Directions), the title

poem of which is an extended serial work that is the closest Oppen came

to producing a “long poem.” Oppen published two more original books—

Seascape: Needle’s Eye (Sumac Press, 1972) and Primitive (Black Spar-

row Press, 1978)—as well as one notable chapbook, Alpine (Perishable

Press, 1969).While assembling the 1975 edition of his Collected Poems

for New Directions, Oppen added a last section of new poems that he ti-

tled Myth of the Blaze (1972–1975). Primitive was assembled with Mary’s

secretarial assistance, as Oppen was by the time of its publication de-

veloping symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease. He would succumb to the dis-

ease on July 24, 1984, in Sunnyvale, California.

Because of Oppen’s “negative culpability” and the complex intermingling

of guilt, responsibility, and openness that the term implies, he is some-

times compared to poets like Paul Celan or Edmond Jabès, both Holo-

caust survivors whose responses to the war and its aftermath, as well

as to the complexities and horrors of the twentieth century, are enigmatic

and profound.17 Yet even as he read widely in European philosophy—

Hegel, Heidegger, Maritain, and Wittgenstein, served his thinking es-

pecially well—Oppen’s grounding in American modernism cannot be de-

nied. The Objectivist emphasis on form is certainly apparent everywhere

in the lapidary structures of his most memorable poems. Oppen’s life and

thought, as reflected in his Prose, Daybooks, and Papers, demonstrate

that for him, Objectivism never simply meant “objectivity,” nor even that

the world was itself an object. Rather, the world for Oppen remained an
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objective—something to be fought for and achieved through praxis rather

than merely reflected or represented in his art.

E D I T O R I A L  C O N S I D E R AT I O N S

The George Oppen archive, housed in the Archive for New Poetry at Man-

deville Special Collections Library at the University of California, San

Diego, consists of thousands of pages of Oppen’s published and previ-

ously unpublished writings. These writings vary in kind from letters

(completed letters and drafts, sent and unsent), drafts of poems (again,

both completed and abandoned), reading notes, writing notes, and that

which comprises the bulk of the collection: Oppen’s Daybooks and a vo-

luminous archive of poem drafts, drafts of letters, aphoristic reflections,

and incidental writings gathered under the heading “Notes, Jottings,

etc.” Selected Prose, Daybooks, and Papers consists of an edition of

Oppen’s previously published prose, a selection from his five Daybooks,

and “Twenty-six Fragments,” scraps of paper and notes pasted to

Oppen’s wall or found on or near his desk after his death.

With the exception of “Statement on Poetics,” all of the writings gath-

ered here under the heading “Prose” were published during Oppen’s life-

time. I have reproduced as faithfully as possible Oppen’s often anomalous

spacing and typography. The “Statement” was transcribed by Kathryn

Shevelow shortly after Oppen’s death, and I have used her transcription

here. The notes are mine.

The Daybooks are small, makeshift books bound by Oppen using var-

ious ready-to-hand materials (pipe-stem cleaners, nails and wood, paste,

glue). They were initially given their title by Michael Davidson, in one

of the first selections from Oppen’s archive to have been published.18 I

have retained the title for this volume for two reasons: (1) the term use-

fully distinguishes between bound and unbound materials, the latter of

which I refer to, simply, as “Papers”; (2) the term has passed into gen-

eral usage among readers of Oppen’s work, and thus to adapt a new ti-

tle now would likely generate more confusion than it would alleviate any

minor inaccuracies that might attend such a label.

The Daybooks date primarily, but not exclusively, from the early 1960s
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(ca. 1962) until Oppen’s completion of the book Of Being Numerous (1969),

although notes in the margins and references to historical events that

took place prior to 1960 suggest that some of these pages were composed

prior to 1962, while references to later works suggest with equal certainty

that Oppen revisited the writings gathered in his Daybooks after 1969.

Daybook V, in particular, was most likely bound after Oppen had com-

pleted a draft of his fifth book, Seascape: Needle’s Eye (1972), as the last

pages consist of four variously epigraphed flyleaves for the book (then ti-

tled “Of the Needle’s Eye”). In general, dating this material conclusively

is impossible, as Oppen returned often to pages—in many instances, years

later—to add to or revise his earlier thoughts, and he bound the mate-

rial with little if any chronological consideration. I have conjectured about

dates where possible and appropriate.

It is worth noting, however, that the lack of chronology—indeed, the

lack of any overarching organizational principle here—might be consid-

ered as much an enabling characteristic of this work as one of its limi-

tations. For the recurrence of thoughts, phrases, or verses in different

contexts is characteristic of Oppen’s writing. “A Language of New York,”

published in This in Which as a complete poem, is later revised and ex-

panded to become “Of Being Numerous” in the book of the same title;

while the limited-edition volume Alpine (1969) used phrases from This

in Which, published half a decade earlier, before being radically revised

and included in Myth of the Blaze, 1972–1975 (1975). “The Forms of Love,”

a poem of Oppen’s that, according to Mary Oppen’s autobiography (ML

62), recounts their first night together in the mid-1920s, first appeared

nearly four decades later, in 1964 (see the excerpt from this poem, above).

To identify the sequence in which Oppen’s poems have appeared in the

various editions of his collected works as chronological in nature is thus

in itself often erroneous. To attempt to do so with a set of documents such

as these—where no authorial considerations of sequencing are evident—

would be to impose a structure in which less would be gained in terms

of biographical or chronological accuracy than would be lost in terms of

textual vitality.

This is not to suggest, however, that the Daybooks exist in an ahis-

torical vacuum, or that their relationship to Oppen’s published poetry is

negligible. Even as the strictest biographical concerns of Oppen scholars
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